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KICKOFF

Pre-kickoff  breakfast with FRC Team 1058



KICKOFF

The team headed up to 
Southern NH University for 
the game reveal!



KICKOFF

Team Photo with Dean

6328 is ready for FIRST 
PowerUP!



GAME STRATEGY
Game Task Blue Alliance - Scale Red Alliance - Vault

Switch Ownership 135 135
Scale Ownership 125 -
Boost PowerUp - 15
Force PowerUp -10 20

Levitate PowerUp - 45
Vault Cubes - 15
Total Points 250 230

Points - Switch 115 95

We analyzed a scale owning strategy versus a vault strategy, and determined 
owning the scale is more critical for winning matches. We assumed each 
alliance would own their switch for the entire duration of the match, negating 
those points. Then, one alliance focused on scale ownership, and the other on 
PowerUps and getting cubes in the vault. Even if the scale alliance did zero 
climbs, and the vault alliance scored as many cubes as possible and got every 
PowerUp, the scale alliance would still win the match. 



STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Based on our game analysis, we determined the 

following strategic priorities.

1. Own the scale 

2. Score cubes in autonomous on switch and/or 
scale 

3. Climb 

4. Score cubes in exchange



RANKING POINTS STRATEGY

We analyzed the benefit versus difficulty of completing the 
tasks for additional ranking points. Although having 3 robots 
scale is significantly more points than the auto quest (assuming 
switch ownership for 10 seconds), the high difficulty involved 
in Facing the Boss makes it a less desirable option than the 
Auto Quest. Given that scoring a cube in the switch during 
auto is a high strategic priority for our team, we estimate that 
completing an Auto Quest will be an achievable task. 

Task Points Difficulty Rating 
(1-10)

Points to Difficulty 
Ratio

Face the Boss 90 + 1RP 10 9
Auto Quest 15 + 20 + 1RP 3 11.667



WEEK 1 - INTAKE PROTOTYPING
Intake Prototype V1: 4-wheeled intake; spring 

loaded for compliance; rough cut from plywood



WEEK 1 - INTAKE PROTOTYPING
Intake Prototype V2: 4-wheeled intake; spring 

loaded for compliance; laser cut out of  masonite



WEEK 1 - INTAKE PROTOTYPING
Intake Prototype V3: 4-wheeled intake; 2 arm system to better 
intake cubes at angles; front arm spring loaded for compliance; 

rough cut from plywood



WEEK 1 - INTAKE PROTOTYPING
Intake Prototype V4: Laser cut version of  V3 (MDF); 

geometry optimized for efficient cube collection



WEEK 1 - GRIPPER PROTOTYPING
Wait a minute….wrong game!

But I want to 
play FIRST 
PowerUP!



WEEK 1 - ACTUAL GRIPPER PROTOTYPING

Gripper Prototype V1: 2 arms powered by pneumatics; 
works for both wide and narrow cube orientations



WEEK 1 - FIELD ELEMENTS
Field Element Team: Worked on exchange, platform, 

switch, scale and climbing bar



WEEK 1 - PROGRAMMING
Updated to 2018 CTRE library, set up 2018 robot-code repository 

on GitHub and initial command-based robot code structure; 
researched cube vision tracking options



WEEK 1 - CAD
Began basic robot layout in CAD; worked on geometry of  

intake mechanism



WEEK 1 - BASIC ROBOT DESIGN
• Cube Floor Collection: 4-wheeled intake; 2 arm design; 

pneumatically actuated to fit within frame perimeter; stationary 
on front of robot 

• Cube Gripper: 2 pneumatically actuated arms to grip cube; 
attached to elevator; pistons on linkage to maximize 
mechanical advantage (AYYYYYY!) 

• Elevator: Simple elevator to raise cube for scoring 

• Kicker: Boot or puncher style; powered by pneumatics to kick 
cube out of robot 

• Drivetrain: 8 wheel drop center; 4 CIM; shifting gearboxes 

• Climber: Fits within elevator; powered by winch



THAT’S A WRAP ON WEEK 1!



WEEK 2 - GRIPPER & KICKER PROTOTYPING
For this prototype we took the gripper arms we previously made and added a 

pneumatic kicker to the back. We were testing whether we could pre-load the kicker 
piston against the cube without knocking it out of the gripper arms. The gripper arms 

did not hold the cube tight enough, and knocked the cube out when we fired the 
kicker. 



WEEK 2 - GRIPPER PROTOTYPING
Since our last gripper prototype was not successful, we tried a 
new method using a vertically-oriented four-bar actuated by 

pistons. This design was extremely effective at gripping the cube 
in both the narrow and wide orientations. 



WEEK 2 - GRIPPER PROTOTYPING
In an effort to reduce the space taken up by the gripper, we tested an 
over-centered linkage gripper actuated by a piston. In the orientation 
we built, this design was not effective at gripping the cube. However, 

with more mechanical advantage (ayyyyy) we could get a better grip. 



WEEK 2 - GRIPPER PROTOTYPING
Our next prototype was an iteration of the 4-bar 
gripper, but more compact. This design effectively 

gripped the cube. 



WEEK 2 - GRIPPER & KICKER PROTOTYPE
We added the kicker to the new gripper design to work on the timing 
between firing the kicker and opening the gripper. We were about to 
launch the cube approximately 6-12”, but the timing was difficult to 

get right. 



WEEK 2 - ROBOT REDESIGN
After trying many options and struggling to find the right one, we realized we 
needed to re-think how we were approaching the robot design. We originally 
decided to keep the intake off the elevator as we did not want to compromise 

its performance. However, with the design we had, our robot was quickly 
getting overly complicated, and it was keeping our team in a design rut. 



WEEK 2 - ROBOT REDESIGN
We reevaluated the pros and cons of putting the intake 
on the elevator after our week of gripper and kicker 
prototyping. We came to the conclusion that putting 

the intake on the elevator was the better option. 

Pros - Intake on Elevator Cons - Intake on Elevator

Eliminates gripper and kicker 
mechanisms and reduces weight

Have to run electrical wires to the 
top of the elevator, not just 
pneumatic tubing

Process flow of scoring cube 
simplified 

Intake needs to be design to move 
up and down with elevator

No transfer of cube between 
mechanisms
Elevator moving mass is the same or 
slightly less



WEEK 2 - ROBOT REDESIGN

• Cube Intake: 4-wheeled intake; 2 arm design; 
actuated to fit within frame perimeter and grab 
both cube orientations; moves with elevator 

• Elevator & Climber: Shifting gearbox with 4 
RS-775 Pro motors for 2 functions: lifting cubes and 
climbing; allows for full elevator raise in 1.2 
seconds and climbs in 2-3 seconds 

• Drivetrain: 8 wheel drop center; 4 CIM; shifting 
gearboxes

Based on our reanalysis, our robot design concept transformed to the following:



WEEK 2 - PROGRAMMING
We continued to investigate options for using vision processing 
to track cubes on the field. 
• Vision Options: Pixy Cam, Grip  



WEEK 2 - PROGRAMMING
• Motion Profiling 

• Using motion profiling 
for our auto sequences 

• Set up shuffle board 
for motion profile 
tuning  

• Started tuning profile 
for scoring cube in 
switch directly in front 
of us 

• Programming for 
pneumatics prototyping 



WEEK 2 - FIELD ELEMENTS
Finished constructing exchange, climbing rig and switch/scale platform



WEEK 2 - BUSINESS TEAM
Worked on Chairman’s & Entrepreneurship awards; wrote 2017-2018 

FRC & FLL business plans



THAT’S A WRAP ON WEEK 2!



WEEK 3 - THE GROUND CLEARANCE 
DISASTER OF 2018

Week 3 was mainly dedicated to CAD and design work. Our design team 
worked to get parts ready to be cut on the water jet by our sponsors Bose and 

iRobot. Everything was on track, until we made a troubling realization.                                                                  
Track width is a thing.

#beached



WEEK 3 - THE GROUND CLEARANCE 
DISASTER OF 2018

When we made our original drivetrain prototype to determine our 
ground clearance we only used 1 side of the drive, which showed us 

that 1.125” of clearance was enough. What we missed in the 
prototyping craze is that our real robot would have track width, so 
our single side prototype wasn’t representative of our robot at all. 

Single side prototype Full size prototype



WEEK 3 - THE GROUND CLEARANCE 
DISASTER OF 2018
The team had a tough decision to make. Modifying the design to 
get the necessary 2” of ground clearance would require an entire 

redesign, and we weren’t sure we could pull that off. The other 
option was to scrap our design, go as simple as possible, and build 

an Everybot style machine. 



WEEK 3 - THE GROUND CLEARANCE 
DISASTER OF 2018
We decided to modify our design to get the needed 2” of ground 

clearance. This was not a small task, and took some late nights of CAD 
work to complete. 



WEEK 3 - PROGRAMMING
The programming team stayed busy during week 3, mainly 
focusing on the following: 
• Running motion profiles for auto sequences  

• Wall to switch  
• Cube tracker with Pixy Cam



THAT’S A WRAP ON WEEK 3!



WEEK 4 - FIELD ELEMENTS
Constructed switch and fencing



We finalized the CAD in week 4. Thanks to our incredible sponsors, we 
started getting parts right away.  

WEEK 4 - PARTS



We used an orbital sander to remove burrs from the water-jet parts and 
give them a shiny finish. 

WEEK 4 - PARTS



With the design complete, we got our lathe and mill running right 
away. We had many in-house parts to be made on both machines. 

We also worked on finishing our water jet parts. This involved 
reaming bearing holes and tapping bolt holes. 

WEEK 4 - MACHINING



We machined our elevator rails on our mill to prepare them to be 
hard-coat anodized by our sponsor DavTech Plating in week 5.   

WEEK 4 - MACHINING



WEEK 4 - PROGRAMMING
Mid-week 4, the programming team got the cube tracker 
software working with the Pixy Cam. This program allows the 
robot to autonomously detect and drive to cubes on the field. 
This is critical to our planned 2-cube auto routines. 



WEEK 4 - PROGRAMMING
The programming team added support in the code for the 2-
speed drive, elevator, and intake (created subsystems and 
control API’s), defined auto sequences, and worked on 
reverse motion profiling. 



WEEK 4 - AUTO SEQUENCES
We are creating motion profiled autonomous sequences that will deliver cubes to 
both the switch and the scale during auto mode. We plan to start on one side of 
the field, and based on the field configuration variable inputted to the robot, we 
will run 1 of the sequences seen on the next page. In all but 1 sequence, the 
robot will deliver in the scale before the switch, as the cubes in front of the switch 
make for quick and easy collection.  

1. Switch on our side, scale on other side  
1. Deposit cube on switch, collect cube on way to scale, deposit cube on 

scale 
2. Scale on our side, switch on other side 

1. Deposit cube on scale, drive to other side, collect cube in front of switch 
and deposit  

3. Scale and switch on our side  
1. Deposit cube on scale, turn around, collect cube in front of switch and 

deposit 
4. Scale and switch on other side  

1. Drive across field, deposit cube on scale, turn around, collect cube in 
front of switch and deposit



WEEK 4 - AUTO SEQUENCES

6328
6328

6328
6328



WEEK 4 - ELECTRICAL
We prepped the talons with connectors on the power and 

CAN wires. This will expedite the wiring of the robot once it 
is assembled.



WEEK 4 - INITIAL ASSEMBLIES
Initial drive train assembly



WEEK 4 - INITIAL ASSEMBLIES
Initial drive train assembly



THAT’S A WRAP ON WEEK 4!

Meet Shirish. Shirish breaks 1/4-20 taps then smiles 
about it after. Don’t be like Shirish.

#busted



WEEK 5 - TOUGH DECISIONS
At the beginning of week 5, it was becoming clear that the 
bot was not getting built as quickly as it needed to. Since our 
team is very young, machining parts was taking longer than 
we expected, and assembly was moving slowly. We became 
worried that if we continued down this path our robot would 
not be complete enough by bag day to compete with it. 



WEEK 5 - TOUGH DECISIONS
We evaluated our options, and decided to split the team up into 2 sub-

groups. One group of more experienced members would work on 
continuing build on our original robot, and the second group of less 
experienced members would work on building Everybot. We would 
decide as a team which robot to bag on stop build day based on 

progress on both. We determined it was better to a have a simpler robot 
completed than a more complicated robot partially done, so we needed 
a back-up plan in case we didn’t feel ready to put the original robot in 

the bag. 

Sub-Team 1: Everybot Sub-Team 2: Original Plan



WEEK 5 - TOUGH DECISIONS
We determined there were many benefits to having our younger 
team members work on Everybot as well:  
1.Get experience using basic tools 
2.Take ownership of the robot build and see every aspect from 

start to finish 
1.Especially beneficial for 1st year members & FLL graduates 

3.If we do not bag Everybot, we could use it as an upgraded test 
bot and driver practice robot



WEEK 5 - ORIGINAL BOT PROGRESS
We continued machining parts to assemble the chassis, elevator 
gearbox and elevator supports.  



WEEK 5 - EVERYBOT PROGRESS
Our Everybot team got started right away machining all the parts 
needed for assembly. 



THAT’S A WRAP ON WEEK 5!

#EndOfWeek5Thoughts



WEEK 6 - EVERYBOT PROGRESS
Everybot was close to be up and running mid-week 6. 



WEEK 6 - EVERYBOT FINAL ASSEMBLY

By the end of build 
season, Everybot was 
assembled and ready 
to run. 



WEEK 6 - ORIGINAL BOT PROGRESS

The elevator assembly was coming along mid-week 6. 



WEEK 6 - WIRING
Our wiring team got the electronics boards prepped and into the 

robot at the end of week 6. 



WEEK 6 - DRIVE TUNING
Our programming team got closed loop drive tuned on the 

original plan robot during the final weekend. 



WEEK 6 - DRIVE TESTING
We tested our clearance over the bump and ramp and were able 

to get over both of these with no issues. 



WEEK 6 - ELEVATOR TESTING
We got the elevator assembled and began testing code during 

the last weekend. Our code team set the encoder soft limits for the 
high and low positions, and tested the limit switch code. 



WEEK 6 - FINAL PUSH
The team worked long nights the 
final days of build season to get 
the robots as far along as we 
could. On stop build night, the 
team decided that we would bag 
the original robot. We were 
happy to have Everybot as our 
new testing machine and driver 
practice robot!



WEEK 6 - FINAL PUSH
We also decided to hold our 
intake for our 30 pounds of out of 
bag so we could keep improving it 
in the time before our 1st 
competition. We designed it to be 
modular so it can easily be 
mounted to the robot with 4 bolts. 



WEEK 6 - ROBOT TEASER
We also put together a short robot teaser video to share with the 

FRC community on Chief Delphi. It gave everyone a glimpse into our 
robot design. In 6328 fashion, we included our robot train. 



WEEK 6 - BAG NIGHT
The team was proud of the progress made in the last 2 weeks of 

build. Everyone was able to get a hand in machining parts, 
assembling mechanisms and wiring, whether it was on Everybot or 

the original robot. We knew there was more work to be done to be 
ready for SE Mass, so it was 1 night off and then back at it!



WEEK 6 - THE REVENGE OF BOT BOT

We decided to 
name our 2018 
robot after our 
2017 machine, 

Bot-Bot. Thus, The 
Revenge of Bot 
Bot was born!



THAT’S A WRAP ON BUILD SEASON!

We didn’t drop him this time!


